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PRELIMINARY PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ON THE 049 ORBITER,
ORBITER IN PRESENCE OF H/O TANK AND
ORBITER IN LAUNCH CONFIGURATION
By J. T. Hamilton, J. F. Sims and J. M. Rampy
ABSTRACT
The 049 orbiter and launch configurations were tested in the MSFC
Trisonic Wind Tunnel to obtain preliminary loads information on the orbiter
alone, orbiter in presence of the H/O tank and orbiter in the full launch
configuration. The orbiter consisted of the baseline 049 double-delta wing,
twin vertical stabilizers, seven degrees of dihedral and included abort
rockets. The orbiter was mounted at -1.5° of incidence (fuselage centerline
relative to H/O tank centerline) in the launch configuration. The SRM's were
mounted at a radial location of 21 degrees from the horizontal centerline of
the H/O tank.
The test was conducted in the NASA/MSFC 14 x 14 inch Trisonic Wind
Tunnel over a Mach Number range of 0.6 to 4.96. Nominal angle of attack and
angle of sideslip ranges of -6 to +6 degrees were tested. In addition, the






a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (Pl - P.)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m2, psf
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; 1/2pV2 , N/m2, psf
Q(PSF)
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
1a ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
j6 BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
PHI angle of roll, degrees
p mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2, ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
c.g. center of gravity
AREF LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
MRP . moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis













c C local chord length.
x X pressure tap location in the
longitudinal direction measured
from the nose and from the wing
leading edge.
y Y pressure tap location in the
lateral direction measured from
the fuselage centerline.
O SANGLE radial positions of the SRM boosters
~S relative to HO tank, measured from
tank horizontal centerline.
io ORBINC incidence angle between the orbiter
and the HO tank.
x/c X/C local chordwise position/local
chord length.
x X/L longitudinal position/body length.
y/(bref/2) Y/B local spanwise position/wing semi-span.
3
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
Test results reported herein were obtained on the 0.004 scale 049 orbiter
and launch configuration (Figures 1-5). Each of the model components tested is
listed below. The dataset collation sheets show the combinations (Table III).
Dimensional data for the components are given in Table IV.
MODEL COMPONENT SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
01 Baseline 049 Orbiter (BlW4V1)
R1 Abort rockets
T1 346-Inch Diameter H/O Tank with 220
nosecone




The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400 F dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (+100). Sting offsets are
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 90°
5
DATA REDUCTION
All static pressures were reduced to the form of pressure coefficients
by referencing them to freestream static pressure and dividing by freestream
dynamic pressure:
CP = Local Static Pressure - Freestream Static Pressure
Freestream Dynamic Pressure
CP = (P - P )/q
Table 1 lists positions of the individual surface pressure taps. The
positions are non-dimensionalized by wing semi-span in the lateral direction
and by body length and by local chord length in the longitudinal direction.
6
Table 1
ORBITER SURFACE PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
7
Tap No. L5bTa No. X/L Y/L b local 5b ref
Upper Lower local Y5bref (in.) (in.)




-- 1 5 .304
- 16 .456
- 17 .947





3 23 .229 .553 1.641
4 24 .515 1
5 25 .729
1 26 .216 .842 .962



















REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.6 4.50 3.97 100
0.8 5.50 5.90 100
0.9 5.90 6.71 100
1.1 6.10 7.98 100
1.2 6.20 8.34 100
1.96 7.10 10.23 100
ioo
4.96 5.10 3.07 140
_~~~~~~~~~~m 
T I I2.74 4.70 6.35
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B1














FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
(.004)
1315 in. 5.260 ,in.
208/220 in. .832/880 in.































Root (Wing Sta. O.O)B/G
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC Basic
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
MODEL SCALE
~.004)
3420/1187 ft. 2 7.880/2.735 in. 2
4925/819 ft.2 11.5/18.89 in.2






-19.6 u - 1 .6a
736/720 in. 2.944/2.880 in.
147 in. 0.588 in.
507 in. 2.028 in.
217 in. 0.868 in.
0008-64 0008-64
0008-64 0008-64
1218.95/16255 ft? 2.806/l0.74 in. 2
53.5 in.· 1.814 in.
626.87/404.74 in. 2.507/1.619 in.


























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC







































MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - R1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Abort SRM pods. Cone cylinder with a 22.50 half'
angle nose cone. Rocket nozzle is a 22.5° cone. Nose radius is .034 in.









FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
(.004)
342 in. 1.368 in.






22.3 ft.2 .0515 in.2
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - T1






































FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
1743 in. 6.972 in.
156 in. 0.624 in.
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TABLE V.
INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
FIGURE DESCRIPTION PAGE
1 Baseline Launch Vehicle 18
2 General Arrangement, Space Shuttle 049 Orbiter 19
3 156-Inch Solid Rocket Motor 20
4 Static Pressure Tap Positions 21
5 Typical MSFC 14 x 14 Inch Tunnel Installation for 22
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Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operations.
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0.00o 0 0.803 BETA
REFERENCE FILE
MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TOI1 (FUSELAGE) (A67001)
PARAMETRIC VALUES






o0.1 0. 0.3 0.4 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
X/L
THETA MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
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REFERENCE FILE
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0.000 OnRINC - i.9de
REFERENCE FILE
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T Ol FUSELAGE PRESSURES





































O. 0O . 10I BETA
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PARAMETRIC VALUES
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MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES T0l1 CFUSELAGE) CA67001)
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MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES T101 (FUSELAGE)
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MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES T101 (FUSELAGE)
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ALPHA O.Oj0 ORBINC - 1.O00
REFERENCE FILE
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - t.$50
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ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.100
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PARAMETRIC VALUES
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6.000
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X/L
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0G o00. O. .899 BTA
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REFERENCE FILE
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T101 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0.8 ---- X 1 - k 0 | q |
-t.1
.10 .90 .10 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .10 .90 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .8
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/., MACH
o .ouo 0.290 0.802
4.000 0.561
0 j .0- g0 - 2.000 0.84,
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(l6700 ) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOI (UPPER WING)
(Cr'0 .J) .LAGGED HSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRE:ISURES TIOI (LOWER WING)
C-
C)
0 1--.0 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES




0.e - 0. -
0. -2 0.6 0.6
tX 4o.o OtO o . f a.2 i I
SYMBOL ALPHA /SE MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
6.00 0.8o5
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(16 ) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES T101 (UPPER WING)
-C61 .0 FLAGE .4 .S C TWT .40 LAUNCH PRE .URESO IO (LOWER WING) .A G 1 04
X/C X/C X/C






a -0.2 a . , -0.2
-0.4
-06. -0 q-0 6
-0.10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .0o .0 .80 .1i0 .O .30 .40 . 60 . 0 .70 .o0 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .e0 .70 .0
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA ¥/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
-. 000 0:290 0.803 BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.50'
- 2.000 0.845
] 0.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Bd7et01 OPEN MSFC TWT 340 LAUNCH PRESSURES TiOt (UPPER WING)













0.f0o'r ORBINC - 1.900
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6TOO]t) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES T101 (UPF:R WING)



















0 n -0.4 
-0.6 -
-t'10 .0o .30 .40 .50 .60 .?o .o0 .10 .90 .3o .40 .50 .60 .7T .6
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B MACH
- 6.100 0.290 0.904
- - 4.000 0.560
- 2.000 0.84
O 0.090
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(661001) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES T1Ol (UPPER WING)



















.10 .30 .30 .40 .50 .60 o?0 .80
X/C
PARAHETRIC VALUES
0.0010 ORBINC 1. 500
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867001) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TOt1 (UPPER WING)





























T10l UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES






0.000 ORBINC - 1. 50
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6erOO ) OPEN HSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOi (UPPER WING)





























Q0. - 0.8 - 0.2 ' - -
0. .....- r Q,-Ir 1 04 Q,7 7 77 - .40.4
/,. -0. -0.
-0 * 6.tO 
-0 * 8 17 71 -0.8 84.
-1.0 
-1.0 -.0
.10 .20 .30 .40 .90 .60 .70 .0 .10 .20' .0 .40 .90 .60 .70 .80 .10 .20 .30 .40 .90 .60 .VO .80
X/C XC X/C
SYMBo. ALPHA Y1e MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
~2.93 0.29 ~ 1.109 BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.900
6'.000 0.84-
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(BTerOa ) OPEN HSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOt (UPPER WING)
(C6rTOS ) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 940 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOi (LOWER WING) PAGE 11 0
. -w-
T101
.qL ... . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ...
0.e -- 0o.6 0.6t
0.4 0.4
020. t2ttt - C 0. -\
-0.O~~~~ -- 0.0 0.0 
-0.2 SET -0.2 -0. 
-0 * 4 -0.4 -0.4
-1.0
.10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 . so .0 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .60 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .r0 .40
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/S MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
6.00 0.2901 1.195 BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.5n0
- 2.00 0.645
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION.
(B667001 OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TOt (UPPER WING)
(CT0011) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES tiO (LOWER WING) DAr* 1 1 




'S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ · -- ~tt~t 0.s .
0.0 
-- 
-. -~t~~~~- 0.6 t~t ~ 'iL 'L. 
.
1.4 
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~0.4 0.4 
0.3 0.3~~~~~~~~~~~~09




' 1.111 0.84 
-0.4 
-.0.4
SYNSOL ALPHA Y/B3 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
(860a01) OPEN MS.C TUT 340 LAUNC. PRESSURES TIOI (UPPER WING)(CCS?01 I LACGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TICS (LOWER WING) PAGF 112
. · ·t . . 4-
T101 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
: : I - -
- -
''· * il - 01 1 r 1 n T Er 0 1
0.4 1 0 : 4 0.4 - .4
.0 . . .4 . . .0 . .0 .20 .0 .40 .0 . .70 .ao .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .0 .r .0
SYMBOL ALPHA r/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 6.00 0.290 1.96 ETA 0.000 ORBNC - t31.-5
O- 2. 00. 0.845
-. . -0.0.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
00 OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOI (UPPER WIN0 .40 . .
(C?6r0 FLBOLAGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES T1OI (LOWER WINCG PAE I 1 ,( ~TDrIt ) LAGG~'D HSFC TVIT 540 LAUNCH P £$$UR£.S T~iOt (L ll  VI ) I:: ~,~ 1 I
r %Uc 1 * 
t.0
oI ~ t- tr I....... I - 0.o
0f.4 .....6 0°4 0.
o.* 0.a 0.4
CL -0. a -0.2 -0.2
- /* a,, 0 *3 4 %' %6 ? 8
.10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .rJ . -o .Z0 .30 .410 .0 .60 .O .°80 -* 0o .O0 .80 .40 .0o .6O . o .80
X/C X/C X/C
YM80OL ALPHA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.0 0.290 1.967 BETA 0.0ro0 ORSINC - .500J
4.0 o9 o.s$6r
0 e.6Oo0 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8670 0ri) OPEN NSFC TVT 40r LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOt (UPPER WING)
(Ce0r 1t) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TiOt (LOWER WING) PAGE 11 4
. I
t.o
ia.. I'ttttt;t- -. -. r -- I I I I -
0.4 .- 0.4
a0i Tr 7rrrl : 0 r rr r  r I Q.1r I 1 77 r r 1 I I
0.0 0.0 . 2 0.0
E. * -. 0 -0 . 6,
-o~r
SYMBOL ALPT Y/B0 MAC ON/lC PARAMETRICRITO
6.00-0 0.260i 2. 4 -
(667002 ) OPEN NMSFC TWT 940 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOI (UPPER WING)
(C670021 FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TtOt (LOWER WINGI p
X/C X/C X/C~~SlnBOL ILPH* I/B CI*CC( P*R*WETRIC~~.S~lrII ~po e.1 0 Bt, .:0
B o~~~~~~~~~~~ooa o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ss~~~~~~~~
O ~~~~.000 n~~~~~~e_-' 
' 1I mmE mosL CNIU*TO ECITO
(Bta 2 OE nt TT~r ~vcn PESVEST~i(PPRVIG





.30 .40 .SO .60 .70 .80 * "1O .20 .30 .40 .0 .o .70 .80 -. 10 .t0 .30 .4
X/C X/C X/C
Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC




ORBINC - t.5$ 0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67?02) OPEN HSFC TWT 940 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOl (UPPER WING)


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S67003 ) OPEN NSFC tWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOl (UPPER WING)










0 .20 .30SO .40 .0S .60 .TO SeO
X/C
PARANETRIC VALUES


























* .e0 . 0.0 .50 . .
-: Q.I 2 .4 I -4 - 0 .O
0.4 2.q00 0.29Q 0.4 A 0.4
0X 4.OOO 0.56.




.10 .0a .30 .40 .90 .60 .70 .80 .10 .80 .30 .40 .30 .60 .70 .60 10 .20 .30 .41 .3 .40 0 .80
X/C X/C X/C
SYN1OL BETA y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
2. 000 0.290 0.600 ALPHA 0.000 ORINC - 1.300'
4.000 0.560
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8670'3) OPEN MSFC TWT 54rJ LAUNCH PRESSURES TtiO (UPPER WING)















-0.10 .0 . .
.10 .30 .30 .40 .50 .SO .T0 .80
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA O. 00 ORBINC - 1.500
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BT5603 ) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOt (UPPER
(CTOOSG) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOI (LOWER
WING)
WING) PAGE 119


























T101 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
I. .. O
o. L L., _ _ __I o.0











1- 0 .90 .30 .40 .30 .00 .70 .e0
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0 . ago ORB INC -1.3.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRPTION
(867003) OPEN MSFC TWT 640 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOt (UPPER WING)















1e 0 1 CTI I Inr-I I-r~~TI I VA.6
-0.6
-- $.0 tO i
.10 . 0 ,O0 .40 .0 .gO .70 .0O .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .TO .8
X/C 'X/C
SYNBOL BETA Y/B MACH
- 6.00 0.90 0.s92
4.00O 0.560
0 o.0oo
0 - Z.O~O 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(687003) OPEN MSFC TWT $40 LAUNCH PRESSURES TOit (UPPER WING)




ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1. 00
PAGE 121
T101





C L 0 0.
-0.4 0.645
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(967003) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TiOt (UPPER WING)
(C67003) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TO11 (LOWER WING)
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
PAGE 122
T101
L"I! i BT -- -C ..
0- _., o.2
0.0 - 0.0 0.0
0. -0.2 -'0.
O-0.4- - 0.4 
· O .
'-.
-I'O . IET trO O .SO 4 I .SO 60 .FR -f.O I
-0.6 -0. -0.6
..10 .30 .t0 .40 .e 0 .60 .0J .0 .10 .20 .30 .40 .90 .60 .70 .T 
X/C X/C
SYMBOL i BETA Y/B MACH
:-00 0.o*o O 563 iO$ ALPHA
- 4.000 0.45o
- 0.000 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(367003) OPEN NSFC TWT 940 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIO0 (UPPER WING)
(C7?003) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 940 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOI (LOWER WING)
10 .LO .30S .40 .0 .60 .0o .0O
x/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 ORBINC - 1.9t0
PAGE 123
CL






DATA SET SYMBOL cONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67003) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TtIO (UPPER WING)
























T101 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
Q.I'1 t ?- -... r .. ... 3 .. .-- 0 . .. .. 0. 
00t0.* 0.6
.4 - s . 0.......... t 
Q.I O.- O'I' .
-- 2.-o-
-0.0 -0.4 " Q.0
0 O. c q
t 30 3 OPEN HSFC TWT SAO LAUNCH PRESSURES Tt0t (UPPER WINC)
ISFC TWT LAUNCH PRE RE T (LOWER WIN
--. 0 -1.0 -1.0
.10 .O  .S0 .4r .S0 .0r .70 .80 .0 .20 .50 .40 .50 .60 .70 .6n
x/C x/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B MACH
-. 000 0.290 1.199 ALPHA
000 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIrGURATZON DESCR]PT;ZON
(B6700 )  MSr  V  540 NCH  iOi ( R I G)
(C67003) FLAGGED MISFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TlOi (LOWER WING)
.10 .20 .50 .40 .50 .6O .O0 .SO
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0. 000 ORBINC - 1.o30
PAGE 125
T101 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES4.4 - I : -- '' ----------- --- .1, j -: 
*i: . I I
I II I II#I. 112 Ft-d44I 0.6'.I II I


































0.0001 ORBINC - 1t.$50
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION































MSFC TWT 340 LAUNCH PRESSURES TO11 (UPPER WING)




0.4 ;- - -r r 7 ; r < 0.4 r : r 17 rr X X 0.4
o.. -0 2 .0I i
-0.30.6~~~~°-
-o.06 -0 -0.
-Q.4 '-0. 40 -1.0.
.10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .e60 .0 .0 .10 .20 .30 .o40 . .60 .0 .o0 .10 .20 .3 . . .0 . .
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL. BETA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.0 rr 0.290 1.963 ALPHA 0 .000 ORBINC - 1.500
4.0 rJ 0.560
6.000 0.645
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(867J03s) OPEN MSFC TWT $54 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIO0 (UPPER WING)
(C67'O3) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOt (LOWER WING) PAGE 128
TiOI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
1AI I 
-1· .--- .---tttr - 0.e!












-1* O.0 ' ' ' * .-- .. .. .








ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867004) OfEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOi (UPPER WING)














I I Ii I- I I I I-- I
r 





e.. + ' a -' T.8 .. 
0e-
Q.o - -. - 0 .290 4.96D LPHA .4. ORBINC -.4
0. t 0.0.36
.0 
0 * .000 0. 45
DATA SET SYMA0L CONFIEURATION DESCRIPTVON
(6X7004) OPEN MSFC TWT 340 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOi (UPPER WING)
(CdI004 ) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 040 LAUNCH PRESSURES TO1t (LOWER WING) PAGE 130
TIOIRI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
q . ! i ; l i l l .. I , , , ,,. 
Q"o~oo0.4 -- 9 o-c0 0.4B-
U 6.°OO O.S4o
C0. -0 .aFLC T 40L H RP--.. .9 -
.10 tO .SO .40 .10 .·D .tO .80 .0 .20 .50 .40 .00 .60..0 0 .10 .0 .90 .. 1 .40 .50 .60 .T0 .60
SYMBOL ALPHA Y./B MACH PARAETRIC VALUES
s6.00 0.290 0.604 BETA 0.000 ORDINC - 1.5n0
0 5.000 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8~1600) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOSRI(UPPER WING)
(C67005) FLAGIEO MrCF TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOIRI(LOWER WING) PAF 1-1
IC 71911 AGGED PAGE 131
.·YL A , -
TIOIRI UPPER/LOWER WING
' ""', .' iL' -. I -- -. ..











MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCM PRESSURES TIOIRI(UPPER WING)










































-1. . . , ' ; I


















0.000 ORBINc - t1.5sBETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867005) OPEN nSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOIRI(UPPER WING)

















0.000 ORBINC - 1.$ 00
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867005) OPEN NSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOIRI(UPPER WING)



















oo o I 3 1 1 - -
0.4 -oo 0.4.9 0.4
a o0.2~~ooo 0.de0 i~~~~~~~~0.
-0 4 -0.4 -0.4
.0 0.45. L lB ) OPEN, HSFC TWT 40 LAUNCH PRE3URES TtRI UUPPER WING) 
(C 7005) g LAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES T101RI(LOWER WING) PAGE : 135
.- , I __
TIO1RI
..O0 I - "-'- .. l
0.4 _ _ -- 0.4 D - - 0.4
0.6 0. 0.6
u.0 0.0 0.4
LO eoU U.a~r r  I r r I I r I r r r 1 I r I -a.*  r i Ir I I rr I I -0..
-0o --1.0 -0
.10 .90 .30 .40 .gO .60 .70 .60 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .r0 .80 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .o60 .70 .00
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 6.000 0.290 1.96 BETA 0.000 rr ORBINC - 1.500
0.000 0.s6e
6.000 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67005) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOISRt(UPPER WING)




0.4 T - 0.4 0.4
0.3 0.3 0 r .
0.0 . O 80 0t° ,2 OGO 4 O.O ,6 O .- .E O .0 .
X/C X/C X/C
SYBOL ALPHA YrB HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES;
O . O
0 6.0 0.845 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(367005) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOIRI(UPPER WING)
(C6YOO5) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOtRt(LOWER WING) PAGF 1 7ir u.L .i d,
TIO1RI
.. . .... ..0 4 0.4
.4 0.290 4.96. .BETA 0.000 ORBINC. - ..
a :.. 00 a I-so
O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o e r ooo o.45
cr: 3) OPEN FC T T :4n LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOIRI(UPPER WING)
-0" .4 --0.4 -0.4
-0.e -0.6 -0.e
.10 .20 .30 .40 .S0 .60 .7O .80 .10 .20 .30 .40 .so .60 .70 .80 .'0 .LO .30 .40 .50 .60 .?0 .6O
X/C X/C X/C
CYMBOL ALPHA 1/B MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES
-. 000 0.290 4.960 BETA 0.000 ORBINC' - 1.500
~) 6.000 0.645
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(a67005)  NS  W 5 0 CH SURES RI (UP ER VI )
(COOOS) FLAGGED MSrC TVT 54o LAONCH PRESSURES TIOIRi (LOWER VING) PAGE 138
-- ---





















ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.S o
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67006) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOIRI(UPPER WING)




























~~~Q .8.~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-0.
-r~~~o -- ~ I -i~~0.8 -.0
f
.10 .0 .30 .40 .0 .60 .70 .o60 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60S .70 .80 .10 .30 .30 .40 .10 .60 .70 .60
X/C X/C X/C
SayBO. BETA V/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
_6.00ja0 0.29T 0.803 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.503a 0.000 - .see
o 6.00 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
e(B6006) OPEN NSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TItOIRI(UPPER WING)

























ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1. rJO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Br6006) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TtOIRt(UPPER WING)
























- .tO .20 .30 .40 .0S .60 .70 .80
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA .1000 ORBINC - 1.5-0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867006) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOIRt(UPPER WING)



































0.000 ORBINC - 1.5o0ALPHA
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67006] OPEN MSFC TWT S40 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOIRI(UPPER WING)
(C67006) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOIRI(LOWER WING) PAGE 143
TlOIR! UPPER/LOVER WING
. ...i . .. ... t. V ,{.I . , I i :

































0.4 B0 0..4 -
*. 4 -.4 0.4
-0.6 -SE~f~BF~:rr-r~rrlr r 0.6
-0.6 -Q.4 -0
-10 .20 .30 .40 .SO .SO .70 .80 ' 10 .20 ,30 .40 .$0 .CO .?O .80 10 .o0 .30 ,40 .SO .GQ .F0 .80
X/C X/C X/C
8¥148L 8ETA Y/O HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
- .00 0.290 l.997 ALPHA O.00o ORB]NC - 1.,gO
0.000 0.560
41. 000 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRiPTION
(667r06) OPEN HSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOIRI (UPPER WING)
(C:or'd6) FLAGGED HSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOItR (LOWER WING) PAGE 144
TI01RI UPPER/LOWER WING
" . . ... . . .i . ....
. i ... I .
I.I
o.0 v ffi ! o T I T - - . oo 7- -,
0 .- .- lU -0 T TT -I
-(0.4 -0.4 -0.4
-0.8 X r r --0.0 a - 0.8 
- . .20 .30 .40 .0S .0o .70 .80 . 10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .?70 .o0 .0 . 50 3 .40 .50 .o 0 .70 .80
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
.- n.0r 0.290 2. ?40 ALPHA 0.O at ORSINC - t1.50
0.000 0.500
a .oo6.000 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(1s7006) OPEN HSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOtRI (UPPER WING)
(ceTooe ) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOtRI (LOWER WING) PAGE 145
TIOIRI UPPER/LOWER WING
0.6 , .. t. . ! 1 . ... l -. e. - r. .
4' * T __ 0.4 l 0.4
0.. Q; O. Mffi2~k o-°SeW00i..4
a 0. 00. 0.2
0.0
-0.0 -04 -0A
.10 .20 .50 .40 .50 .60 .70 .60 .10 .20 .30 .40 .60 .60 .70 .600 0 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 VO .00
·0 20 4.9 69 1 ALPHA 0.000 ORBXNC - 1.600
3 00, 0. F 4 L 
(C 7nO6) FLAGGE MSFC TWT 54 LAUNCH PRESSURES TIOIRI(LOWER WIN.G) PAG IAC
r r'urc I i























BETA 0.000 ORBINC - t.500
SANCLE 21 .00 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(86700r) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISt(UPPER WING)



















: ' I ; i I|












- - - *::1w i I I I I i
.1..













BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.50n
SANGLE 21.00O
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67007) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRtSI(UPPER WING)







I .I ... .... i . _ -.
- - i I i I IlI l
*** L0ff0 1..2
.0 .20 .3 0 .4 .7 e .S . .0 .!0,.30 . . 0 r . 0.0 I0 .30 .40 0.80 .70 r.0
0.4 0.29 0.7980. 0.4 -
4.000 0.60E 0.0 SN -2 .000
U Oi
DOTL SET SYMAOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION
SAGLE 21 .00,0
(66700?) OPEN MSFC TWT 5403 LNCH PRESSURES TIO1RISI(UPPER WING)
CC67007 I LAG MSFC TWT 540 LcmC PRESSURES TIOIRit (LOWER WING) P 149






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867007) OPEN HSFC TWT S40 LNCH PRESSURES TIOtRISI(UPPER WING)

































-. . .40 . 0 .20 .s- .40 0 .ao .r .a *. .20 .30 .6 .SO .60 .7 -o
.10 .0 X ./0 .40 .so .60 .X/0 . .10 . C0 .X/40 .50 .60 .C0 .80 SO .o .o .40 .sC .0 .,0 .60
X/C X/C x/C
SYMBOL ALPHA VY/ MACn PARAMETRIC VALUES
-6.000 0.290 0.901 BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.s00
- 4. o00 0.56lo SANGLE 21.000
O - 2.a 0.845
O O. o~l
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67007) OPEN NSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TlOIRIS1t(UPPER WING)
(C6oo0) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIR3SI (LOWER WING) PAr(F 1 1
ruVL I i .
TIOIRISI UPPER/LOWER WING
. ... . i'-.. 1.1. t.0
r C .~ I *- ' + .
0.4 ~-tt - - r Ol0.4 0.4
5 0.3 TI 
0. 0. l f 0000Sb < Xb40F0.0 
-0.4 -0.40
-0.8 rl I 1 IT IT I TT Trr71 -0.6
° 0.o 0 0.845
oDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION
(86r700) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISI(UPPER WIN)I 152
(C670r7) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TtOIRIS(ILOWER WING) PAGE
IC PAGE 152°
I--
RISI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0.6 - - - O.S! _ _ 0.t
0.4 .. .0.4 0i .. . .
0. q -0.2 0.2Eso OI -
~0.0, SET _r~__l CONFICUR^TSON o.0
-0.4 -0.4 . _
.10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .6O .70 .60 10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B MACH PARAMNETRIC VALUES
- 6.000 0.290 1.103 BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.5r0
- 4.000 0.560 SANGLE 21.000
O r. 2.000rJ 0.845Q~ 0.0ro
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTiON
(B6007') OPEN NSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISI(/PPER WING)
(C6'00o?) FLAGGEO NSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRIS (LOWER WING) PAGF 151




BETA 0. 3Or ORBINC
SANGLE 21.0 o0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6T007) OPEN NSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TItORtSt(UPPER WING)



























II Ii~ ..... ": ..... *i" " : :i 'i 
I - i I M l )
! I! ii I i
0L
L






BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.5so
SANGLE 21 .000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(667007) OPEN NSPC TWT 540 LNCM PRESSURES TIOIRISI (UPPER WING)




























































BETA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
SANGLE 21.OG0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BsTOOTr OPEN NSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISI(UPPER WING)











. 4 --- -- -
PAGE 156
t5 
Q. '- 3--. Q.8 a § S _ o o _ 0..---- 6.
Q.e -..... .. Q..429t t.96r1 -0-0.2
Q --0-.4 r I-0.4
* .- - 6 
."[0o .20 .&O .4 *0 .0s .70 .80 - O .ZO .. S .80D .70 .10 '0 .eO .. .40 .SO .. 0 ...0
X/C IX/C X/C
SY10OL ALPHA V/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
6.0"0 O. 29rJ 11.9t B9TA O.:OrArJ ORBXMNC - .$f]
- . . SANGL2 2t.000
O o.or0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT1ON DESCRIPTION
(e6roT70) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRtS1(UPPER WING)
(C6trr0) rLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIR1S ILOWER WING) PAGE 157
I.I
















































¶ff V V IIIFII
.10 .0O .30 .40 .50 .S0 .70 .80
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA o.000 ORBINC - t.500
SANGLE 21.000
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867B00) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOtRISI(UPPER WING)










0 ... ... 2.... ETA. -- o- ORBNe 0 4 5
. .--- . 0.6fI 06NLE 21o .
o.o -a- -0.
0 0.0 -
X/C X/C X/C) PAGE 159
-- 6.000 0.4- .
(367008) OPEN -SFC TUT 340 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISI(UPPER WING)
(CSYNC) FLAGGED MSFC TAT 540/ LNCH PRESSURAS 710TRISI(LOER WING) PAGE 159
T1O1RIS1
.0 ; ! ' 
0.a --t ' - - - ,J|w
0 .4 0.4rit~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~0.2
o.41 - r- ............... - -06 O.2
0.4 - - -0.4 -0.4
( .r r ·r r T 1-0.6 0
-o .4a -0o -
.10O .20 .30O .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .10 .20 .30 .40 .$0 .60 .O70 .80 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80
X/C X/C X/C
3YMBOL ALPHA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
6.000 0.29 4.960 BETA 0.000 ORBINC' - 1.50$
i 0. rjrj 0.53 $ANGLE 2t, rj
. .6.o00 0.845
DATA SET SYM8OL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(167r0'8) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISIt(UPPER WING)
(C67008) FLAGGEO MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TtOIRISt1LOWER WING) PAGE 160
J1TO1RIS1
1.11 - , . .
0.2 .......... 0. 2 1
0r.4 - 0.4 0 .
~~~~~-o.s·~~~~~~ -Qo~~-.- 
.10 .Oo .3o .40 .50 .60 .?o .80 .0 .0 .30 .40 .0S .60 .7O .0 .10 .0 .30SO .40 .50 .60 .70 .SO
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
.- .0 o 0.29 0.599 ALPHA O.~00 ORBINC - t1.50
- 4.000 .se6r SANGLE 2t.000
- 2.000 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867009) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISI(UPPER WING)




--0.4 -- 4T- - 0.4
. 0.2. in, 0.290 599 ALPHA 0. o ORB1NC - ,5qq 
ai L 4,i( LY i ANGLE 21. Wi
-1.0 Do O.045
0 6.0 0.84Q
DATA 9ET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867009) OPEN HSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOtRISI(UPPER WING)
(C67009) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISI(LOWER WING) PAGE 162
o~~~~~' !3 PAG 162
T1OIRISI UPPER/LOWER WING




ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.500
SANGLE 21.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(667009) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISI(UPPER WING)





























0.e . 0.4 0.4
a. o
i.<S , . I I -0.2 -0.2
q~.4 -0.4 -0.4
.10 .20 .30 .40 .o0 .60 .70 .80 10 .30 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .0o .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .o0
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
2. O-O 0.290 0.804 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - t.
4.0oo o. sde $ANGLE 2t.00s
O e.qs00 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(e6Tr6 9) OPEN NSFC TWT 840 LNCH PRESSURES TItORISI (UPPER WING)
(CTdOOS) FLAGGEO MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TtOIRItSt (LOWER WING) PAGE 164
toQ
. 11%0 Aw-









ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.5s0
SANGLE 21.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67009) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISI(UPPER WING)
(C67009) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TtOIRtSI (LOWER WING)
TIOIRISl UPPER/LOWER WING
a . ; .... . . ..-... _ 



























I ; 1'1 Ifi a I I 
PAGE 165
TIOIRISI UPPER/LOWER WING

















'.10 .20 .50 .40 .50 .60 .10 .80
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.5o0
SANGLE 21.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867T09) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TiOtRISI(UPPER WING)



















TIOIRISI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. I . .I. iI ; i I .............. aIII I t., S.O
0.S 7 6.6
Q,4 -~ 0.6
~~~~0.~4 H t 0 0.4
0.3 - 0 0.290 ..2O ALPHA 0.0- 3 ORBINC I 0 5
-4.0 W 3 ' o.so SANCLE 2t.000
O - 2.0.0 0.845
0 a .ol.
,~~a -1.0
.10 .o 0 .50 .40 .SO .60 .70 .60 .10 .20 .30 .40 .90 .60 .70 .80 .10 .20 .30 .40 .60 .60 .70 .60
x/C x/C X/C
S9YMiBOL BETTA /B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 6.000 0.290 1.105 ALPHA 0.000 ORBINC - 1.rOo
- 4.00" 0.560 S GLE 1
O - 2.000 0.645
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(16?'09) OPEN MSPC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES T0I1R1St (UPPER WING)
(C61009) FLAGGED Ms1C TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISt(LOWER WING) PAGF 117
. -WL .Aw
TIOIRISI UPPER/LOWER WING
.I 0 I 0 1 . S.0 
0.6 '- -
0.0 .t0 X 0.0X0.X0X0-°1 ° °. l .. .. ° .. ° . ° * . .6001 O.6
. L 0.4 s.4
0.0 0.00t 0.4
-0. 0,4 00 4d
-0.4
-o 1 -1.0 
.10 .90 .30 .40 .80 .60 .70 .0 .10 .20 .30 .40 .60 .60 .70 .80 10 .20 .30 .40 .60 .6O .O .0
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL BET.A Y/B MACH PARAHMETRIC VALUES
2.000 0.290 1.103 ALPHA 0.00j ORBINC - 1.500
44.000 0.5E60 SANGLE 21.00
0 6.000 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(67oo009 OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TtORISIt (UPPER WING)
















MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TtOtR1St(UPPER WING)

























TIOIR1SI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
"I I I t ,.I
i , I
I mF 1 r ri 
























-1.0 I I I I I I I I . I I I I . I 
.10 .20 .30 .40 .so .60 .ro .80
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA ' .O0o ORBINC - t.SOn
BANGLE 21.000
DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67009) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOtRISt(UPPER WING)













i: I ii _ _
; I I ' I
.-. i.......- - - -_I















ALPHA 0.000' ORUINC - 1.SO
SANGLE 21.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(86009) OPEN MSFC TWT 54' LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISI(UPPER WING)



















I I I I I I . . I . . , - c
-- ---- -- - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~-I-- 
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.10 .20 .30 .40 .o5 .60 .70
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0. 00 ORBINC 1,
SANGLE 21.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67009) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TiOIRISI(UPPER WING)
(C67S09) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOlRISt(LOWER WING)
TIO1RIS1
1..
I Ii.I I i
.I a I 

























TIOIRISI UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
,' -": .... ... -.... -i- -. .. 11.0 F!

























-'.t10 .90 .30 .40 .50 .80 .0o .Oo
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 OR8INC - 1.50s
SANGLE 21.000
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8670t0) OPEN MSFC TWT 140 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISItUPPER WING)



















t--l F- ps - ) F X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
b --- -- ----
TIOIRISI UPPER/LOWER WING





ALPHA 0. rOO ORBINC
SANGLE 21 .000
DATA SET SYMBOL cONFIGURATION [ESCRIPtION
(C67010) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LNCH PRESSURES TIOIRISI(UPPER WING)

































Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.290 0.603 BETA 0.00o
0. 56r
0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(08e70t) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES t0 (UPPER WING)





40 0. qq 0 .
0..o.4 .-0o.4 4 ~/ -0.4 -
-0. -.0.6 '-0.6
-08 -o0a
- 10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 -. 010 .O20 .50 .40 .80 .60 .70 .80 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .0
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
I 2.0o0 0.290 0.603 BETA 0.000
6.000 0.045
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(67011r ) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)
(c6?rlttl FLAGGEO MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (LOWER WING) PAGE 176
ILu
.s30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .6 - .10 .0o .30 .40 .O0 .60 .70 .S0 -. " 10 .0 .O30 .40 .50 .60
X/C X/C X/C
Y/Be ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.290 .804 BETA 0.000
0. 56o0
0.845
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67011) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)





















01 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
.. ,--, ;..i j j .i.. I I I.. I I.e 1.o
a..· ..-4 -- - -'r- o..
0 .4
Q 2.0 0084BT.00.2 .
0.0 0.0.0 0O .0
0..T --.E 0. 
-. 4 -0.4 k x .
-r.- -o -0.0 -
.1 0 .30 .40 .50 .40 .70 .- 0 .10 .10 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .0 .10 .20 .10 .40 .50 .60
X/C X/C x/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B MACH PARANETRIC VALUES 
2.000 0.2'9 0.804 BETA 0.00:
4.000 0.5 0
-. 000 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(B66701 OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)




O - 2. .0.4 03
- 2.000 0r. 6
Q 0.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION- DESCRIPTION
(B6?'011) OPEN MSFC TWT 340 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)
(C6011 ) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES Ot (LOWER WING)





01 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
t , .; . .. ..







































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(56701 ) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)










,01 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0.4 0.46 .4
0.4 0.- 0.4
'"/rrlI II I~lrTI I I I I 0.3
u \
-0.4 -0.4 -/ -.0.4 
-0..o0e '-O -0. ,.
-1.07 1T- 1 -1.0
.10 .LO .30 .40 .50" .60 .70 .80 .10 .O0 .30 .40 . .60 .0 .0 . .40 .50 .SO .70 .80
X/C X/C . X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES




OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(67011 ) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)
(C6701 1 ) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES O1 (LOWER WING) PAGE 181
II
. -w W.













; 46.000 O a, rige
.S0 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80
X/C
Y/B MACH






















-1.0 I I I I






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867011) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)
(C7O11 ) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 0t (LOWER WING) PAGE 182
. 0.29 02
-0 -0.8
-0 a. 6 o
.10 .20 .s0 .40 .so .6o .to .o .10 .o0 .Do .4O .5o .6o .. 0
SYMBOL ALPHA V/B MACH2- 6.000 0.290 1.202
O - 2.000 0.645
Q 0.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(S670rt) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES Ot (UPPER WING)








'-Oa~ '  .0 -4- I -- r '-040.4
r.-08 ~ '-00. -0.6
.10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .10 .20 .30 .40 .0O .10 .70 .80 1 0 .20 .30 .40 .50 .6e
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/0 MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES
2.0:0 0.290 1.202 BETA 0.000
a 4. 000 0.56 A
6.0 s o 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BG0711 ) OPEN NSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI9N
(er6t11) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)











Q,8 . . .. ......... Q,6 0.
1 6.otO 0.845r 1 r ri r-rr r rr r r I.4
'.1
0.4
.- 0.2 -0.U OUU
-o-. 
-1..
.10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .ro .80 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .60 10 .20 .30 .40 .80 .60 .r0 .80
SYMBOL ALPHA Y./ MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
.00 0.290 1.96 BETA 0.00
.4000- 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8670111) OPEN HSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)












;-0.6 -O * 0. -'.
.10 .O20 .50 .40 .50 .60S .10 .80 10 .20 .30 .40 .90 .60 .7O .80 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .6l
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALPHA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 6.00' 0.290 2.743 BETA 0.000
0.0 rr0 0.560
O 6.000 0.645
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(667012) OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES Ot (UPPER WING)
(C6rJl2) FLAGGED MSFC TWT S40 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (LOWER WING) PA"F 1 7
t.o










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867Ot21) OPEN NSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)




















01 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
. . . , . . . . -................e .. .. t. . . - _
0.0
::~r ~-t L--+ 1 : : 0.




.10 .20 .30 .40 .s0 .s .t0 .80 t10 .t20 j0 .40 .S0 .60 .70
X/C X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B HACH
- 4. Oa O.290 0.6
O - . O 0.84S
f O·.g"
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67013O OPEN NSFC TWT 34A LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)
(CtOit3) FLAGGED NSFC TWT 40g LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (LOWER WING)
0.
-





01 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
K.L : eI
0.4 ._.. 0.4
O.I t _ _ --~ _ __ __ __ __ 0.2






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B671t3) OPEN MSFC TWT 540) LAUNCH PRESSURES 0t (UPPER WING)










-. 0 . I I 














a- rL !-t a- ; - t 1- -ooe _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ T fA I
-0.4 0.4 
.10 ._ .30 .40 .50 .0o .70 .80 .10 .30 .30 .40 .90 .60 .70 - .00 0 .30 .40 .50 
.6(
X/C X/C X/C
sYMBOL BETA Y/B MACH PARAHETRIC 
VALUES
O - 8.00 0.290 0.890 ALPHA 0.000
4 4.000 0.560
O - .OO O.645
O 0.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B6e7q13) OPEN HSFC TWT 54n LAUNCH PRESSURE, 01 (UPPER WING)
(C6?01J) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (LOWER WING) PAGE 191
·O
0%
01 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
, I ,
i! ................I O. O






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION








































.10 .30 .0 .40 .50 .60 .70 .60 10 .30 .50 .40 .50 .60 .70 .60
O °. . ,0
DATA SET SYMBOL CON7ICURATION OESCRIPTION
l(Ba0151 OPEN NsFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WINC)








0.4 I-- _ I I_____. I 0.4 _
o.* _ 0._ 0.2 3 1 1 r 1 T 1 1
0.0 0.0 0.0
Ci * CIL (C i - :.
.10 .30 .30 .40 .50 .60 or .10 .°0 .o 30 .40 .30 .60 70 .80 .10 .30 .30 .40 .50 .St
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
.000 0.290 0.907 ALPHA 0.On0
4.000 0. 60
6.000 0.845
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(66T7o3; OPEN MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)











































NSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRES£:URES 01 (UPPER WING)











MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSyRES Ot (UPPER WING)




















































MSFC TWT $40 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)























01 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
ti i ,, 
-1.0 I I I I i I I I I I I
.10 .0 .°30 .40 .5O .60 .ro
X/C














-o.a8 I I I I I 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B670t3) OPEN HSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES Ot (UPPER WING)





























ALPHA O.r 0 r O
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(867013) OPEN MSFC TWT 54' LAUNCH PRESSURES Ot (UPPER WING)
(C670t3) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 654 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (LOWER WING) PAGE 200
01 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
































DATA SET SrYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B67rt4 ) OPEN NSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)


















01 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
OS ......... O.BT r4 04Ac PAT VALUS.
0.4 - 0.4 0.4 
aL . a 0 -0. -
FaT4 3 SC T1 O NFI r CUR rl TI1-0.4 -0.4 -
-r.0 .i6j -a.e
.10 .20 .S30 .40 .50s .so60 .o70 .60 .10 .90 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .SO 10 .*0 .30 .30 .4 0 .S.
X/C X/C X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
-6.0rj r 0. 290 4.960 ALPHA 0.00r
0 ·..33.00 J .045
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(6701t4) OPEN MSFC TWT 54q3 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)
(C6014*) FLAGGEO NSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (LOWER WING) PAGE 202
01 UPPER/LOWER WING PRESSURES
0 S, .S. T . . .O ' 0 .. .. O 10
C i
0 2.0a0 0.290 2.r740 BETA
2-0.06 -0.-.0e
.O10 .0 .0 .401 .LA .C 0 HSFC TWT .4 LAUNCH PE .40 .0 .O .0 .0 10
SYMBOL *ALPHA V/f -OMA
- 1. 00  4 -
-20.000 0.96
(C-670,) ,LAG.EO .SFC T9T 540 LAUNCH PRES.URES .0 (L.OER WING)













































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON OESCRIPTION
(9e6r76) OPEN MSeC TWT 54n LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (UPPER WING)
(C67er6) FLAGGED MSFC TWT 540 LAUNCH PRESSURES 01 (LOWER WING)
i
PAGE 204
